APPENDICES
Appendix - A

GENEALOGY OF DĀMODARĀ ṬHĀKUR

1  

ŚAṆKARADEVA

1) RAMĀNANDA (DIED WITHOUT HEIR)  

2) KAMAL LOCHAN 

3) HARICARAṆA

A) PURUṢOTTAM

B) CHATURBUJA -C) GOBINDAPRIYĀ (HUSBAND) GAURIKĀNTA

1) DĀMODARA (1616-1665 A.D)

2) RAMĀKĀNTA (1652-1720 A.D)

3) RĀMACHANDRA (1689-1752 A.D)

4) RĀMĀDEVA (1724-1802 A.D)

---

1  H.N. Duttabaruah, PKKSi, , PP.141-149, The author gives the genealogy of the Narowā Goswami branches from Govindapriyā Āī and Gaurikānta, parent of Dāmodara and the Sister and Sister in law of Caturbhujā Ṭhākur.
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B. CATURBHJUJA (1575-1648 A.D)

1. KANAKALATA  2) MUKUNDAPRIYĀ  3) REVATI SUMITRADEVĪ (DAUGHTER)
   (Wives of Caturbhjua)
   (VIŚNUPUR - GHILĀJHĀRI)

DĀMODARA (1616-1665 A.D.) (W) ŚISUPRIYĀ
   (NAROWĀ THĀĀN LĀOMURĪ, CARIBHĀGĪ & BARDOWA BRANCH)

1. RAMĀKĀNTA ALIAS RATIKĀNTA RĀNDHANI (W)
   (1652-1720)

2. RĀMACHANDRA (1689-1752 A.D.) INDUMATI (W)

3. RĀMADĒVA DWĀRIKĀ (W)
   (1724 - 1802 A.D)
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When Lakshmikanta became the Adhikara of Bardowa, Patbāusī Bālisattra and Rāmpur, his brother Gaurikanta was the Adhikara of Bardowa-Narowa and died prematurely without any heir and his brother Lakṣmīdeva became the head of the entire Narowa group of sattras. This information is derived from a litigation paper.
3. Proceeding of a suit (541/93 of 1893), Sub. Judge court of Nowgong district records names Rāmacandra’s six sons from his second wife who were living at Caribhāgi- Narowā sattra.
HARENDRA

HEMLATĀ (W) (BHEṬĪYĀṆĪ AND TELĀḤĪ NAROWĀ BRANCH)

(1855-1933 A.D)

1. NARENDRĀ  2. PURNENDRA  3. RABINDRA  4. JOGEYANDRA

PURNENDRA

TILESWARE (W)

1. DHARMA  2. KRISHNANANADA (PRESENT ADHIKĀRA)
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Bhogirathdeva became the Adhikāra of Bardowā Narowā sattra in śaka 1813 corresponding to A.D. 1891.
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2. ACHUTYADEVA NARMADA (W) (NAROWA SATTRA - VASUDEVA BRANCH)

   MUKTINĀTH KUŚHA ŚIVA MAHES CHANDRA

   DHARMESWARI (W)

   DHAWAL RUPENDRA LILAKĀNTA MOHAN PRAFULLA

   (PRESENT ADHIKĀRA)

3. NARANĀTH ALIAS BHAGATI ĀTĀ (Third son of Lalāmādeva) GAHĪNī (W) (TALIBIL-NAROWA BRANCH)

   A) DHARMACHANDRA B) HARICHANDRA C) BHABACHANDRA

   1. TILAKCHANDRA USHĀDEVI(W) 2. MAHICHAHANDRA

   i) UDIT ii) GAJENDRA iii) TROILOKYA iv) LOHIT
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5) JOGENDRA (5th son of Laksmideva) KAMALESWARI(W) (BĀLISATTRA BRANCH- BARANGĀBĀRI -NAROWA)

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{CHANDRADHAJ} \\
\text{MANMATH}
\end{array}
\]

1) BISHADHVAJ 2) KANDARPA 3) RAGHUNATH

1) KANDARPA

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{HEMCHANDRA II} \\
\text{MAHESHCHANDRA} \\
\text{BATAKRISHNA} \\
\text{THANESWAR}
\end{array}
\]

RANJIT GUNAJIT

6. DHANESWAR ALIAS BHADRAKĀNTA HEMKRĀNTI (W) (BĀLISATTRA)

1. NARASINGHA PADMAKRĀNTI (W) 2. ŚIVENDRA ALIAS ŚURASINGHA USHA DEVI (W)

I) PURNANANDRA II) HARENDRA II) KESAVĀNANDA IV) SĀRADĀNANDA
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